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JUST FLUTES JFL-101 “APPRENTICE”

The Apprentice: our best-selling flute for small children.

Used by young beginners worldwide, the Just Flutes JFL101 “Apprentice” 
flute is just perfect for small hands. With an ergonomic reduced key system, 
a one-piece body and footjoint to low D, the Apprentice is light, a great 
size and produces a lovely full sound. Recommended for 6-8 year olds.

AZUMI AZ-Z1 - Altus “Z” cut head, pointed key arms
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £859.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £989.00
NEW AZ-Z1REGP - 24k-plated lip, O/H, offset G, E mec £929.00
PEARL PF-525 “QUANTZ” SERIES - Pointed key arms
C/H, E mec £470.00
O/H, offset G, E mec £485.00
PEARL PF-F525 “QUANTZ FORZA” SERIES - Pointed key arms
“Forza” handcut head, C/H, E mec £565.00
“Forza” handcut head, O/H, offset G, E mec £589.00
TREVOR JAMES “PRIVILEGE” - Pointed key arms
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £549.00
NEW YAMAHA 200SL Series - As 200 Series with silver lip
YFL-211SL - C/H, E mec £476.00
YFL-271SL - O/H, offset G, E mec £513.00

STEP-UP FLUTES: SILVER LIP

AMADEUS AF-600 - Handmade Haynes headjoint
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £995.00
NEW AMADEUS AF-800 - 14k riser, Pointed key-arms
O/H, offset G, E mec, C# trill, B footjoint £2,095.00
AZUMI AZ-S2 - Altus “S” cut .958 head, pointed key arms
C/H or O/H, E mec £1,169.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £1,289.00
AZUMI AZ-Z2 - Altus “Z” cut head, pointed key arms
C/H or O/H, E mec £1,089.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £1,219.00
NEW AZ-Z2REGP - 24k plated head, O/H, offset G, E mec £1,379.00
PEARL PF-665 “QUANTZ” SERIES - Pointed key arms
C/H, E mec £735.00
O/H, offset G, E mec £765.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £875.00
PEARL PF-F665 “QUANTZ FORZA” SERIES - Pointed key arms
“Forza” handcut head, C/H, E mec £925.00
“Forza” handcut head, O/H, offset G, E mec £925.00
“Forza” handcut head, O/H, offset G, E mec, B foot £1,050.00
TREVOR JAMES “CANTABILE” - Pointed key arms
C/H or O/H, E mec £799.00
with B footjoint (no extra charge) £799.00
with wood lip-plate, add: £200.00
YAMAHA 300 SERIES
YFL-311 - C/H, E mec £773.00
YFL-371 - O/H, offset G, E mec £809.00
YFL-311GL - C/H, E mec, gold-plated lip £831.00
YFL-371GL - O/H, offset G, E mec, gold-plated lip £867.00

STEP-UP FLUTES: SILVER HEAD

STEP-UP FLUTES: SILVER HEAD AND TUBE

AZUMI AZ-S3 - Altus “S” cut head, pointed key arms
C/H or O/H, E mec £1,749.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £1,889.00
NEW AZ-Z3REGP - 24k gold-plated, O/H, offset G, E mec £3,189.00
AZUMI AZ-Z3 - Altus “Z” cut head, pointed key arms
C/H or O/H, E mec £1,589.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £1,719.00
TREVOR JAMES “VIRTUOSO” - Pointed key arms
C/H or O/H, E mec £1,199.00
with B footjoint (no extra charge) £1,199.00
with wood lip-plate, add: £200.00
YAMAHA 400 SERIES
YFL-411 - C/H, E mec £1,474.00
YFL-471 - O/H, offset G, E mec £1,503.00

JUPITER JFL-511ESSC - Silver-plated with solid riser
C/H, E mec £365.00
JUPITER JFL-515ES - Straight and curved heads
C/H, E mec £420.00
JUPITER “WAVE-LINE” - loop-head curved flute
JFL-509S Wave-Line head, to low D, no trill keys £450.00
JFL-501ES Wave-Line head, low C, E mec, trills £500.00
JUST FLUTES JFL101 “APPRENTICE” - for small beginners
C/H, to low D, no trill keys £165.00
JUST FLUTES Basic flute, good quality, plays well
JFL-201E - C/H, E mec £199.00
Beginner Flute Pack - Inc JFL-201E, stand and book £219.00
JFL-201EU - With curved and straight heads £275.00
NUVO - Robust plastic construction.
Recommended for group teaching and young children
JFLUTE - Curved head, C/H, to low D, various colours £105.00
STUDENT - Straight head, C/H, to low C, var colours £129.00
PEARL PF-505 “QUANTZ” SERIES - Pointed key arms
C/H, E mec £419.00
O/H, offset G, E mec £441.00
C/H, with curved and straight heads £492.00
PEARL PF-F505 “QUANTZ FORZA” SERIES - Pointed key arms
“Forza” handcut head, C/H, E mec £475.00
“Forza” handcut head, O/H, offset G, E mec £499.00
TREVOR JAMES 10X - Silver-plated throughout
C/H, E mec £375.00
With curved and straight heads £449.00
YAMAHA 200 SERIES - Silver-plated throughout
YFL-211 - C/H, E mec £433.00
YFL-211U - With straight and curved heads £484.00
YFL-271 - O/H, offset G, E mec £469.00

STUDENT FLUTES

£165

AZUMI AZ-S3

The Azumi range from Altus 
is one of our most popular 
upgrade flutes.
The S3 features an advanced “S-Cut” Altus 
headjoint with a round embouchure hole, 
for players who prefer a dark sound, and a 
Britannia silver tube gives enhanced projection 
and an evenness of sound. Plays far above its 
price. Open or closed holes, C or B foot.

Special edition model from Azumi featuring an 
Altus handcut headoint with 24k gold-plated 
lip-plate, riser and headjoint bore for a rich, 
dark sound. Open holes, E mec, C footjoint.

AZUMI AZ-Z1REGP

AMADEUS AF-800

Step-up flute produced by one of the 
most prestigious flute makers, Wm 
S Haynes. Silver headjoint with 14k 
riser, open holes, offset G, E mec, C# trill and B 
footjoint. Friendly to play on with a big, full sound.

£929

£2,0
95

£1,749fro
m

S T U D E N T  A N D  S T E P  U P  F L U T E S

Rated 4½* by customers

Rated 5* by customers

PEARL PF-F665 “QUANTZ FORZA”

Step-up flute with top-line features including 
“Forza” handcut headjoint, Pearl’s patented 
pinless mechanism and French pointed key-
arms. Available with open or closed holes, and 
C or B footjoint.

YAMAHA YFL-211SL

New model from Yamaha with the same 
features as the popular YFL211 model plus 
a solid silver lip-plate for a full sound and 
excellent response. Outstanding value.

£476

£925fro
m
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HAYNES “JAMES GALWAY Q SERIES”

The new model designed with Haynes Artist Sir James Galway 
offers value far beyond its price.

With a new headjoint cut, mechanism style and footjoint cluster, all 
designed in conjunction with Sir James, this flute plays with ease. Even 
without the gizmo key on the B footjoint (a ‘signature’ of Sir James), the 
Galway Q Series has excellent tuning and a full sound in all registers.

MIYAZAWA BR-402

Hand-finished silver flute with 
silver-plated mechanism. Featuring 
‘Brögger System™’ thumb key for 
a more ergonomic, stable, precise 
mechanism with less wear. Available 
with open or closed holes.

ALTUS 807

Our Number 1 intermediate flute.
Outstanding value for a Japanese flute: warm 
sound with peerless build quality and intonation. 
Silver-plated with silver lip, open or closed holes.

The Sankyo CF201 features an “RT-1” raised 
lip-plate, for a responsive headjoint with a big 
bright sound, excellent projection and wide 
dynamic range. Silver headjoint with silver-
plated body, open or closed holes.

SANKYO CF-201

£4,750

INTERMEDIATE FLUTES: SILVER LIP
ALTUS 807
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £1,795.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £2,095.00
MIYAZAWA PB-102 - Partial Brögger™ System
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £1,795.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £2,095.00

INTERMEDIATE FLUTES: SILVER HEAD
ALTUS 907 - .958 Britannia head
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £2,295.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £2,595.00
HAYNES Q1
O/H, offset G, E mec £2,395.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £2,495.00
with 14k gold riser, add: £300.00
MIYAZAWA PB-202 - Partial Brögger™ System
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £2,395.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £2,695.00
MURAMATSU EX-III
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £2,495.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £2,895.00
PEARL PF-695 “DOLCE” SERIES
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £1,250.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £1,350.00
PEARL PF-695VGR “VIGORE” - 12.5% gold lip, C# trill
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £1,850.00
SANKYO CF-201
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £2,375.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £2,625.00
YAMAHA YFL-500 SERIES
YFL-517 - C/H, E mec £1,944.00
YFL-577 - O/H, offset G, E mec £1,944.00

INTERMEDIATE FLUTES: SILVER HEAD AND TUBE
ALTUS 1007
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £3,095.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £3,495.00
ALTUS 1107 - .958 Britannia head & tube
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £3,595.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £4,050.00
HAYNES Q2
O/H, offset G, E mec £3,495.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £3,695.00
with 14k gold riser, add: £300.00
NEW HAYNES JAMES GALWAY Q SERIES - Designed in
conjunction with Sir James.
14k riser, O/H, offset G, C# trill, B footjoint £4,750.00
MIYAZAWA PB-402 - Part-Brögger™, solid head & tube
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £3,395.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £3,795.00
MIYAZAWA BR-402 - Brögger™, solid head & tube
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £3,595.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £3,995.00
MIYAZAWA PB-602 - Part-Brögger™, .958 Britannia head & tube
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £3,695.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £4,195.00
MIYAZAWA BR-602 - Brögger™, .958 Britannia head & tube
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £3,895.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £4,295.00
MIYAZAWA PB-702 - Part-Brögger™, .980 High Purity head & tube
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £3,995.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £4,595.00
MIYAZAWA BR-702 - Brögger™, .980 High Purity head & tube
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £4,295.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £4,895.00
MURAMATSU GX-III
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £4,295.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £4,895.00
PEARL PF-795 “ELEGANTE” SERIES
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £1,876.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £1,972.00
PEARL PF-795VGR “VIGORE” - 12.5% gold lip, C# trill
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £2,495.00
NEW RESONA R-300 - Burkart headjoint, heavy-wall body tube
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £2,995.00
SANKYO CF-301
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £3,695.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £4,020.00
YAMAHA YFL-600 SERIES - Heavy-wall tube
YFL-617 - C/H, E mec £2,927.00
YFL-677 - O/H, offset G, E mec £2,927.00

I N T E R M E D I AT E  A N D 
C O N S E R VAT O I R E  F L U T E S

£2,375fro
m

£3,595fro
m

Rated 5* by customers

Rated 5* by customers

YAMAHA YFL-600 SERIES

With a new ‘Type AM’ headjoint, 
Straubinger™ “Phoenix” pads and a heavy-
wall tube for a full sound, the revamped 
600 series Yamaha flute is totally different to 
anything else at this price point.

£2,927

MURAMATSU EX-III

“Velvety”, “chocolaty”, “smoky” 
are some of the words that flute 
players use to describe the EX. 

Beautiful rich sound and a light responsive 
mechanism.

£2,4
95fro

m

C L I C K  H E R E  T O 
V I E W  O U R  C U R R E N T 
P R E - O W N E D  F L U T E 
S E L E C T I O N

£1,795fro
m
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Finance Available

Aged 18 to 25, or buying for an 
under-18? Take It Away with an 
interest-free loan over 10 months!
New instruments only. 
Representative example on an instrument costing £2500.00:
Deposit today of £250.00, 9 monthly payments of £250.00. 
0% APR. Total repayable: £2500.00. Total cost of credit: £0.

@justflutes

Don’t qualify for Take It Away? 
Does low-interest finance over 12 
months tickle your fancy?
New instruments only. 
Representative example on an instrument costing £2500.00:
Deposit today of £250.00, 12 monthly payments of £192.40. 
4.9% APR. Total repayable: £2558.80. Total cost of credit: 
£58.80.

More finance options, 
from 18 to 48 months.
Available on new and pre-owned instruments. 
Representative example on an instrument costing 
£2500.00, repaying over 24 months:
Deposit today of £250.00, 24 monthly payments of 
£112.27. 
19.5% APR. Total repayable: £2944.48. Total cost of 
credit: £444.48.

Loans subject to status, available to UK residents only. 
Minimum loan value of £100.00 (Take It Away) or £350.00 (other options). Credit is 
provided by external finance companies as determined by Jonathan Myall Music.

Contact us on 020 8662 8400 for details



POWELL HANDMADE WOOD FLUTE

The warmth of a wood flute combined with 
the ease of play and response of a metal flute 
makes Powell the obvious choice for players 
looking to move away from silver. Seasoned 
grenadilla wood with solid silver keys, rings, 
straps and posts. Available with C or B 
footjoint.

tFor 

Finance Available

Aged 18 to 25, or buying for an 
under-18? Take It Away with an 
interest-free loan over 10 months!
New instruments only. 
Representative example on an instrument costing £2500.00:
Deposit today of £250.00, 9 monthly payments of £250.00. 
0% APR. Total repayable: £2500.00. Total cost of credit: £0.

@justflutes

Don’t qualify for Take It Away? 
Does low-interest finance over 12 
months tickle your fancy?
New instruments only. 
Representative example on an instrument costing £2500.00:
Deposit today of £250.00, 12 monthly payments of £192.40. 
4.9% APR. Total repayable: £2558.80. Total cost of credit: 
£58.80.

More finance options, 
from 18 to 48 months.
Available on new and pre-owned instruments. 
Representative example on an instrument costing 
£2500.00, repaying over 24 months:
Deposit today of £250.00, 24 monthly payments of 
£112.27. 
19.5% APR. Total repayable: £2944.48. Total cost of 
credit: £444.48.

Loans subject to status, available to UK residents only. 
Minimum loan value of £100.00 (Take It Away) or £350.00 (other options). Credit is 
provided by external finance companies as determined by Jonathan Myall Music.

Contact us on 020 8662 8400 for details

P R O F E S S I O N A L  F L U T E S

ALTUS 1207
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £4,795.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £5,395.00
NEW ALTUS 1207G - 18k gold-plated ‘Atsui Finish’ throughout
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £6,590.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £7,290.00
ALTUS 1307 - .958 Britannia headjoint & tube
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £4,995.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £5,645.00
ALTUS PSD - .997 High Purity headjoint & tube
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £5,995.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £6,680.00
HAYNES Q3
O/H, offset G, E mec £4,795.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £4,995.00
with 14ct gold riser, add: £300.00
MIYAZAWA BR-958 I - Brögger™, .958 Britannia head & tube
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £6,795.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £7,695.00
MURAMATSU DS
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £5,650.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £6,500.00
MURAMATSU PT/P - .997 High Purity headjoint & tube
All specifications Please call
POWELL SIGNATURE® - Semi-handmade
O/H, offset G, E mec £5,300.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £5,400.00
POWELL CONSERVATORY AG
O/H, offset G, E mec £7,250.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £7,500.00
SANKYO CF-401
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £4,850.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £5,275.00
SANKYO CF-501 - with white gold springs
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £5,695.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £6,190.00
SANKYO CF-701 - .950 silver, white gold springs
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £6,750.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £7,345.00
YAMAHA YFL-700 SERIES - Heavy-wall tube
YFL-717 - C/H, E mec £4,135.00
YFL-777 - O/H, offset G, E mec £4,135.00

CONSERVATOIRE FLUTES

HAYNES FUSION-O

With a tube formed from two sleeves of metal 
(an outer tube of 14k rose gold, inner of a 
95% silver/5% platinum alloy), this unique 
instrument combines the three core precious 
metals used in flutemaking, resulting in a dark-
sounding instrument which is an absolute joy 
to play.

OTHER PRECIOUS METAL FLUTES
ALTUS
5207 - 14k body, .925 solid keys, drawn tone holes Please call
5607 - 14k body and keys, drawn tone holes Please call
5407 - 14k body, .925 solid keys, soldered tone holes Please call
5707 - 14k body and keys, soldered tone holes Please call
BURKART
9k G&S Gold on silver, O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £10,995.00
5-95 5% Platinum, O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £15,500.00
HAYNES FUSION I - 5% Platinum/Silver mix outside, 14k inside
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint, 14k riser £14,500.00
HAYNES FUSION O - 14k outside, 5% Platinum/Silver mix inside
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £14,995.00
HAYNES SUPERSILVER - 5% gold/95% silver mix
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £10,995.00
HAYNES CUSTOM
In 10k, 14k or 19.5k Please call
POWELL CONSERVATORY 9K AURUMITE®
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £9,750.00
POWELL CUSTOM HANDMADE 14K AURUMITE®
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £13,500.00
POWELL CUSTOM HANDMADE
In 10k, 14k or 19.5k Please call
SANKYO
In 5k, 10k, 14k or 18k Please call

WOOD FLUTES
ABELL
All specifications Please call
GERHARD SACHS - Cocus wood or Grenadilla
C/H, inline G, B footjoint £10,500.00
NEW HAMMIG (AUG RICHARD)
40120/2 - Grenadilla, C/H, offset G, E mec £5,995.00
POWELL CUSTOM HANDMADE
O/H, offset G, E mec, C footjoint £11,750.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £12,250.00
SANKYO
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £9,445.00
YAMAHA
YFL-874W - O/H, offset G, E mec, C footjoint £7,330.00
YFL-874WH - O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £7,858.00

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
GUO TOCCO PLUS - Ultra-lightweight, bright colours
C/H, offset G, E mec, C footjoint £550.00
GUO NEW VOICE - Light composite, white, grey or bronze
O/H, inline G, B footjoint £725.00
GUO GRENADITTE - Grenaditte, black
O/H, inline G, B footjoint £1,400.00

LEVIT SILVER HANDMADE FLUTE

The word is spreading about Levit 
handmade flutes, with a growing number 
of pro players choosing one of these fine 
instruments. Superb workmanship mixed 
with a total understanding of flutemaking 
- try one.

£12
,750

ALTUS 1707 “PS”

Handmade in sintered silver which is incredibly pure (99.7%), 
the 1707 PS has a wonderful clarity of sound, with superb 
projection, flexibility and control over every nuance that a 
player requires.
This remarkable flute is also available with platinum-plated tube with rose gold-plated mechanism 
(model 1707 PS-PG) for a distinctive sonority with an enormous range of tonal qualities.

£7,9
95fro

m

£14,9
95

To keep the list concise, we have listed prices for the most popular 
set-ups. For prices of other specifications, including inline G, C# trill, 
open G# etc, please contact us.

PROFESSIONAL SILVER FLUTES

ALTUS 1407
C/H or O/H, semi-offset G, E mec £6,195.00
C/H or O/H, semi-offset G, E mec, B footjoint £6,995.00
ALTUS 1507 - .958 Britannia headjoint & tube
C/H or O/H, semi- offset G, E mec £6,595.00
C/H or O/H, semi-offset G, E mec, B footjoint £7,390.00
ALTUS 1607 - Seamed .958 Britannia headjoint & tube
C/H or O/H, semi- offset G, E mec £7,095.00
C/H or O/H, semi-offset G, E mec, B footjoint £7,990.00
ALTUS 1707 “PS” - .997 High Purity headjoint & tube
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £7,995.00
C/H or O/H, semi-offset G, E mec, B footjoint £9,090.00
Also available: PS-PG with platinum-plated body, add £3,400.00
ALTUS 1807 “AL” - Seamed .946 Altus Silver headjoint & tube
C/H or O/H, semi-offset G, E mec £7,995.00
C/H or O/H, semi-offset G, E mec, B footjoint £9,090.00
With .043” heavy wall headjoint and tube, add £225.00
ARISTA
All specifications Please call
BRANNEN-COOPER
All specifications Please call
BURKART PROFESSIONAL
O/H, offset G, E ring, B footjoint £9,750.00
HAYNES CUSTOM DRAWN
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £9,500.00
HAYNES CUSTOM SOLDERED
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint, 18k white riser £11,500.00
LEVIT - Boston-based flutemaker
NEW O/H, offset G, E mec, C# trill, B footjoint £12,750.00
KINGMA SYSTEM - O/H, offset G, E mec, C# trill, B footjoint £12,500.00
MIYAZAWA BR-980 II - Brögger™, .980 High Purity head & tube
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £8,595.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £9,595.00
MURAMATSU SR
All specifications Please call
NAGAHARA
All specifications Please call
POWELL CUSTOM HANDMADE
O/H, offset G, E mec £11,750.00
O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £12,000.00
SANKYO CF-601 - with white gold springs
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £7,450.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £8,100.00
SANKYO CF-801 - .950 silver, white gold springs
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec £8,695.00
C/H or O/H, offset G, E mec, B footjoint £9,390.00
WESSEL (STEPHEN) - Stainless steel mechanism
All specifications Please call

To keep the list concise, we have listed prices for the most popular 
set-ups. For prices of other specifications, including inline G, C# trill, 
open G# etc, please contact us.

£11,750fro
m

http://www.justflutes.com/powell-grenadilla-wood-custom-handmade-flute-product33848.html
http://www.justflutes.com/haynes-fusion-o-handmade-flute-product1339031.html?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015
http://www.justflutes.com/levit-solid-handmade-flute-product1356038.html?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015
http://www.justflutes.com/altus-1707-ps-flute-product29421.html?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015


AMADEUS AF-570S ALTO FLUTE

The new AF-570 alto flute bolsters 
the Haynes Amadeus line’s reputation 
for good-quality instruments at an 
affordable price. The high lip-plate 
gives the lower harmonics a boost, 
meaning a beefy low register and full 
top register.

£1,2
50fro

m

P I C C O L O S , 
A L T O  &  B A S S  F L U T E S

BRAUN
Handmade, Grenadilla throughout Please call
BULGHERONI
401 - Grenadilla, silver-plated keys £3,700.00
501RS - Cocus, silver-plated keys £4,800.00
601RM - Grenadilla, silver keys, gold-plated pillars £5,500.00
BURKART
RESONA - Grenadilla, silver-plated keys, E mec £2,095.00
PRO - Grenadilla, silver keys, wave lip, E mec £4,250.00
ELITE - Aged Grenadilla, silver keys, wave lip, E mec £5,400.00
GUO
NEW VOICE - light-weight composite, plastic keys £550.00
GRENADITTE - black, plastic keys £900.00
JUST FLUTES
JPC35 - Resin body, silver-plated headjoint, E mec £185.00
JPC65 - Resin throughout, silver-plated keys, E mec £495.00
PHILIP HAMMIG
650/2 - Grenadilla, silver-plated keys, E mec £2,200.00
650/3 - as 650/2 with High G# facilitator £2,350.00
JOH GER HAMMIG - Aged Grenadilla
750/3 - Silver-plated keys, E mec, High G# £2,800.00
KEEFE
Handmade, Aged Grenadilla, silver keys and rings £6,150.00
PEARL
PFP-105E - Grenaditte, silver-plated keys £725.00
PFP-105E/OM - as PFP-105E, with Omni-Pads £795.00
PFP-165E - as PFP-105E/OM, with Grenadilla head £971.00
POWELL
SIGNATURE - Grenadilla, silver keys £4,000.00
HANDMADE CUSTOM - Aged Grenadilla, silver keys £5,750.00
YAMAHA
YPC-32 - Resin body, silver-plated headjoint, E mec £491.00
YPC-62 - Grenadilla body, silver-plated keys, E mec £968.00
YPC-62M - As YPC-62 with silver-plated headjoint £1,011.00
YPC-62R - As YPC-62 with reform headjoint £1,098.00
YPC-81R - Grenadilla body, silver-plated keys, E mec £2,067.00

PICCOLOS

ALTUS 800 - Silver lip & riser, silver-plated body , E mec
825E - Straight head, Ergonomic keywork £3,795.00
819E - Curved head £3,995.00
821E - Straight and curved heads £4,295.00
ALTUS 900 - Silver headjoint, silver-plated body , E mec
925E - Straight head, Ergonomic keywork £4,195.00
919E - Curved head £4,495.00
921E - Straight and curved heads £4,995.00
ALTUS 1000 - Silver head & body , silver-plated keys, E mec
1025E - Straight head, Ergonomic keywork £5,295.00
1019E - Curved head £5,295.00
1021E - Straight and curved heads £5,995.00
NEW AMADEUS - Haynes mid-range alto flute
AF-570S - Silver-plated, straight head £1,250.00
AF-570SC - Silver-plated, straight and curved heads £1,350.00
AF-670S - Silver head £1,850.00
AF-670SC - Silver straight and curved heads £2,095.00
JUPITER
JAF-517ES - Silver-plated, straight head, E mec £1,350.00
JAF-617ES - Silver headjoint, straight head, E mec £1,650.00
JUST FLUTES
JFA-111 - Silver-plated, straight and curved heads £875.00
KINGMA & BRANNEN
Various models available See website
PEARL
PFA-201ES - Silver-plated, silver lip, straight head, E mec £1,199.00
PFA-201EU - Silver-plated, silver lip, curved head, E mec £1,199.00
PFA-201ESU - Silver-plated, silver lip, both heads, E mec £1,350.00
PFA-206ES - Silver head, straight head, E mec £1,501.00
PFA-206ESU - Silver straight and curved heads, E mec £2,208.00
SANKYO - Fully handmade alto flute
AF-201S - Silver-plated, silver lip, straight head £5,795.00
AF-301SBE - Silver straight head, E mec, B foot £9,995.00
TREVOR JAMES “PERFORMER” - Silver-plated throughout
Straight head £1,249.00
Straight and curved heads £1,349.00
YAMAHA - Silver lip-plate, gold brass body
YFL-A421 - Straight headjoint £3,947.00
YFL-A421U - Curved headjoint £4,185.00

ALTO FLUTES

BASS FLUTES
ALTUS
823SE - Silver lip, silver-plated body, trill keys, E mec £5,295.00
GUO
NEW VOICE - Composite, plastic keys, trills, B foot £1,750.00
GRENADITTE - Plastic keys, trill keys, B footjoint £2,950.00
JUPITER
JFB-523ES - Silver lip, silver-plated body, E mec £2,100.00
JFB-1125ES - Vertical bass, silver lip, E mec, trills £3,000.00
JUST FLUTES
JFB-121 Mk II - Silver-plated, gold-plated lip, trill keys £1,495.00
JFB-122 ‘Big Bertha’ - Large bore, trill keys, E mec £1,795.00
KINGMA & BRANNEN
Various models available See website
PEARL
PFB-305E - Silver lip, trill keys, E mec £2,451.00
PFB-305BE - Silver lip, trill keys, E mec, B foot £2,698.00
TREVOR JAMES
“PERFORMER” - Silver lip-plate, trill keys £2,399.00
YAMAHA
YFL-B441 - Silver lip-plate, gold brass body, trill keys £5,147.00

YAMAHA YPC-62R PICCOLO

An excellent upgrade piccolo, the YPC-62R is 
wooden construction with silver-plated keys, 
and features a reform-style embouchure, which 
makes this instrument especially responsive and 
rewarding to play.

BULGHERONI 601RM PICCOLO

An instrument that can be relied upon to deliver 
the goods every time is absolutely essential, 
and this is especially true for piccolo players. 
The Bulgheroni 601 does that, and (call us 
superficial) it looks spectacular too!

This upright bass flute is played in 
front of you vertically like a clarinet, 
and overcomes two major problems 
associated with a horizontal bass: 
shoulder discomfort and a lack 
of playing space. With a height-
adjustable floor pin to support the 
instrument and a thumb rest for the 
right hand. This flute has a big sound 
and superb build quality.

JUPITER JBF-1125ES UPRIGHT BASS

£1,0
98

£5,5
00

ALTUS 825E ALTO FLUTE

With a beautiful mellow tone and 
effortless colour changes, the Altus 
825E alto has a straight headjoint and 
cleverly-designed left hand keywork 
which feels as comfortable to play as 
a concert flute. Also available with 
curved headjoint.

£3,795

JUST FLUTES JFB-122 “BIG BERTHA”

With a large bore for a full 
sound and strong projection, 
Big Bertha is not for the faint-
hearted! Includes free knee 
brace to support the instrument.

£1,795

£3,0
00

http://www.justflutes.com/amadeus-af570-alto-flute-product1370638.html?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015
http://www.justflutes.com/search.php?s=kingma+brannen&utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015
http://www.justflutes.com/search.php?s=kingma+brannen&utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015
http://www.justflutes.com/yamaha-ypc62-piccolo-product20909.html?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015
http://www.justflutes.com/bulgheroni-601-custom-professional-handmade-piccolo-product1339567.html?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015
http://www.justflutes.com/dimedici-jbf1125es-vertical-bass-flute-product81344.html?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015
http://www.justflutes.com/altus-800-series-alto-flute-817e-819e-product25935.html?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015
http://www.justflutes.com/just-flutes-jfb122-big-bertha-bass-flute-product79068.html?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015


Perfect Performance Guarantee
We’ll keep your new instrument firing on all cylinders. All new instruments are 

supplied with our three fold guarantee:

•Performance Set Up • 12-Month Check-Up • Manufacturer Warranty

Sell Your Old Instrument
We may be able to help you release the value of your current instrument through 

our Consignment Service. Our commission rate starts at just 15% inc VAT.

Low-Interest Finance
We offer finance through V12 Retail finance. As rates depend on personal 

circumstance and the instrument you are buying, please ask us for a 

representative example. Subject to age and status.

Fair Price Pledge
We aim to offer the best possible prices for all our new products, 

comprehensive choice, facilities, service and expertise, and will always try to 

match (or come close to) equivalent competitors’ prices.

Helping You on Your Way to 
Your Next Instrument

@justflutes



H E A D J O I N T S

CURVED FLUTE HEADJOINTS
JUPITER
Silver-plated, plus fitting charge £140.00
YAMAHA
Silver-plated, plus fitting charge £108.00

HANDMADE FLUTE HEADJOINTS
ALLEN (MICHAEL)
Silver throughout £995.00
Silver with 9k riser £1,395.00
Pinchbeck (brass alloy) with silver lip and riser £895.00
ALTUS
.925 silver throughout £495.00
.958 Britannia throughout £595.00
.997 High Purity throughout £1,495.00
.946 ‘Altus Silver’ throughout, seamed tube £1,595.00
ARISTA (MIGUEL)
Silver throughout £1,295.00
Silver with 14k riser £2,295.00
NEW DICK (ROBERT)
GLISSANDO HEAD - Telescopic headjoint £1200.00
BIGIO (ROBERT)
Thinned Grenadilla-wood £995.00
Thinned and fluted Grenadilla-wood £1,095.00
GUO
EXECUTOR Grenaditte headjoint £295.00
LAFIN
Various specifications available Please call
MANCKE
Silver throughout £1,500.00
Silver with 14k riser £1,800.00
Silver with 14k lip, platinum riser & 14k crown £4,200.00
Silver with Grenadilla or Mopane lip-plate £1,625.00
Silver with Grenadilla or Mopane lip & 14k riser £2,050.00
Silver with Grenadilla or Mopane lip & platinum riser £2,725.00
14k with Grenadilla lip-plate £4,600.00
Grenadilla or Mopane throughout £1,500.00
Grenadilla or Mopane with 14k riser £1,900.00
MCLAUCHLAN (IAN) - Made in Ian’s studio at Just Flutes, London
Silver throughout £1,070.00
Silver with 9k riser £1,480.00
Silver with 9k riser and “Adler” wings £2,140.00
Silver with platinum riser £1,890.00
Silver with 9k lip-plate and riser £1,890.00
Silver with 14k lip-plate, platinum riser and “Adler” £3,470.00
Silver with seamed tube and French cut £1,680.00
NAGAHARA
Various specifications available Please call
NEW PAUL (DANIEL)
Grenadilla-wood, mopane or boxwood, thinwall See website
Grenadilla-wood, mopane or boxwood, thickwall See website
POWELL
Silver throughout £1,250.00
Silver with 14k riser £1,795.00
Silver with 14k lip-plate and riser £2,895.00
9k Aurumite® with 9k lip-plate and riser £1,450.00
14k Aurumite® with silver lip-plate and 14k riser £2,350.00
14k throughout Please call
Grenadilla-wood throughout £1,200.00
SHERIDAN (DANA)
Silver throughout £1,200.00
Silver with 14k riser £1,450.00
Silver with 14k lip-plate and riser £2,650.00
Silver with 14k lip-plate and platinum riser £3,050.00
WORRELL (PETER)
Grenadilla-wood, thinwall £750.00
Grenadilla-wood, thickwall £750.00

PICCOLO HEADJOINTS
BIGIO (ROBERT)
Grenadilla-wood, thickwall £525.00
Grenadilla-wood, thinwall £595.00
BURKART (LILLIAN)
Grenadilla-wood, ‘Burkart’ or ‘Clarion’ style £750.00
Grenadilla-wood, ‘Wave’ style £900.00
NEW MANCKE
STRAIGHT in Grenadilla-wood or Mopane £550.00
WAVE in Grenadilla-wood or Mopane £725.00
WAVE CREST in Grenadilla-wood or Mopane £725.00
THINWALL in Grenadilla-wood or Mopane £900.00
Also in Rosewood, Cocobolo, Pink Ivory and Kingwood See website
MCLAUCHLAN (IAN)
Grenadilla with reform emouchure £750.00

ALTUS - silver-plated, including individual case £695.00
PEARL - silver-plated £275.00
Other makes in stock and to order Please call

B FOOTJOINTS

ROBERT DICK “GLISSANDO” FLUTE HEADJOINT

The Glissando Headjoint® gives flute players an entirely new mode of 
expression, bringing the instrument closer to the sound of the human voice.
Described by Robert Dick as a ‘whammy bar for flute’, the Glissando Headjoint® is telescopic, with 
a high performance contemporary cut headjoint sliding inside a carrier tube, meaning a downward 
glissando can be made from every note! With the Glissando Headjoint® in its “home position,” the 
flute is a traditional Boehm flute and all repertoire can be played as if a traditional headjoint was in 
use. It can be positioned to tune the flute like any other headjoint.

£1,2
00

DANIEL PAUL WOOD FLUTE HEADJOINTS

Daniel Paul makes flute headjoints in boxwood, 
grenadilla and mopane following the best 
English flute making traditions, updated for 
the 21st century. Excellent for Baroque and 
Classical performances.

IAN MCLAUCHLAN “MODEL D4” FLUTE HEADJOINT

Ian McLauchlan’s new Model 
D4 headjoint has been designed 
from the bottom up. Featuring a 
completely new lip-plate and riser 
design, the D4 is responsive with 
an astonishingly even tone over all 
registers. 

£1,070

MANCKE PICCOLO HEADJOINTS

For many years now, choosing a custom headjoint for your flute has been 
standard practice, but piccolo players have had a harder time finding a 
headjoint that fits and plays well in tune.

This problem is at last solved thanks to Mancke’s adaptable system, 
which ensures that there is a headjoint to fit all piccolos.

The result is a beautiful selection of headjoints in a range of woods and styles that are guaranteed to 
improve the response, colour and sonority of your piccolo.

J R LAFIN FLUTE HEADJOINTS

As used by orchestral players worldwide, Lafin 
headjoints are known for their purity of sound, 
clean articulation and projection. Our stock 
changes regularly, so please call us for current 
availability and prices.

£895fro
m

CALL

ALTUS
Silver-plated straight £350.00
Silver-plated curved £595.00
Silver straight £745.00
Silver curved £1,095.00
ALLEN (MICHAEL)
Silver straight £1,095.00

ALTO FLUTE HEADJOINTS

£550fro
m

http://www.justflutes.com/daniel-paul-brand495.html?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015
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http://www.justflutes.com/j-r-lafin-brand231.html?utm_medium=print&utm_source=brochure_2015&utm_campaign=brochure_2015


A C C E S S O R I E S

FIX-IT SPRING HOOK/SCREWDRIVER TOOL

Perfectly portable, beautifully practical. This multi-
tool is a screwdriver and a spring hook in one 
with protective covers on either end, attached to 
a key ring loop. Tighten pivot screws, adjust pad 
heights and reseat springs, wherever you are. 

The lefreQue is a sound bridge that increases 
the resonance transferred from the headjoint to 
the body tube of your flute. Produces a marked 
improvement to its liveliness and response. 
Available in brass, silver and gold.

LEFREQUE SOUND BRIDGE JUST FLUTES CLEANING CLOTHS

Keep your flute ship-shape! Our Gauze is made 
from bamboo fibres, making it particularly 
absorbent. A Microfibre is ideal for polishing 
the outside of your flute, while a Silver Cloth will 
keep it sparkling and tarnish-free.

AUNGLES FLUTE PICK-UP

This microphone has an integrated wooden 
crown, which replaces your existing crown 
when in use. Easy to fit and secure. Frequency 
response 70Hz - 16kHz, 6.35mm plug. 
Requires 1 x AAA 1.5V battery (not included).

THE FLUTE TUTOR

From the designer of the Pneumo Pro comes The 
Flute Tutor, a useful tool to prevent players from 
rolling the flute in and corrects habitual poor 
positioning. Easily attaches to the instrument 
and leaves no marks or scratches.

PNEUMO PRO WIND DIRECTOR

The Pneumo Pro takes the mystery out of tone 
production, by giving visual feedback on 
the air stream’s direction. Shows beginners 
where to aim the air, while advanced players 
can improve their flexibility. Useful tool for 
beginners, advanced players and teachers.

£25£25

£10

£130

CLEANING RODS
ALTUS Alto Flute Rod £17.50
ALTUS Bass Flute Rod £20.00
JUST FLUTES Metal Flute Rod £3.50
JUST FLUTES Wood Flute Rod £4.50
JUST FLUTES Wood Piccolo Rod £5.00
TREVOR JAMES Wood Alto Flute Rod £6.00
YAMAHA Plastic Flute Rod £4.00
YAMAHA Metal Piccolo Rod £4.00
MOPS AND PAD SAVERS
HELIN Piccolo Mop, Wood Handle £3.50
HW Flute Pad Saver £11.50
HW Piccolo Pad Saver £8.00
GAUZES, SWABS AND PULL-THROUGHS
BG A32F Flute Body Pull-through £12.00
BG A32FK Flute Headjoint Cleaner £16.50
BG A39 Piccolo Pull-through £15.00
BG A32AF Alto Flute Pull-through £18.00
BG A30A Bass Flute Pull-through £17.00
JUST FLUTES Flute Gauze with Bamboo Fibres £3.50
PEARL Piccolo Gauze £2.75
VALENTINO Flute Wand £25.00
VALENTINO Piccolo Wand £20.00
VALENTINO Flute Snake £9.00
VALENTINO Piccolo Snake £8.50
NEW YAMAHA Microfibre Inner Cleaning Cloth £12.00
POLISHING CLOTHS
JUST FLUTES Silver Polishing Cloth £6.00
MYALL Microfibre Cloth £6.00
TOWN TALK Gold Polishing Cloth £5.00
OTHER MAINTENANCE
COOPER Embouchure Comparison Gauge £8.50
DURATOOL Set of Precision Screwdrivers £4.00
FIX-IT Spring Hook/Screwdriver Keyring £10.00
JL SMITH Pad Juice - Cleans pads £10.50
JUST FLUTES Anti-Tarnish strips, 5-pack £4.50
VALENTINO Spring Hook £9.00
VALENTINO Flute Servicing Kit £150.00
YAMAHA Powder Paper, 50-pack £9.00
YAMAHA Cleaning Paper (non powder), 100-pack £7.00
YAMAHA Key Oil £8.00

CLEANING AND MAINTENACNE

MIYAZAWA Set of 5 plugs to fit Miyazawa flutes £6.00
POWELL PlugOs ® - Metal plugs £35.00
VALENTINO Set of 5 silicone plugs £3.00
YAMAHA Set of 5 plastic plugs £7.00
YAMAHA Key Patches - Patches to cover the open holes £7.00

OPEN HOLE PLUGS

BLOCKI Pneumo Pro Wind Director £25.00
NEW BLOCKI The Flute Tutor - Prevents student rolling in flute £25.00
NEW BREATH BUILDERS - Devices for developing breathing
Flow Ball Plus £2.99
Breath Builder £17.50
Breathing Bag (5l or 6l) £17.50
TRODAT Flute Fingering Stamps
Small £12.50
Large £15.00
Large with Stave £15.00

TEACHING AIDS

CHOPSAVER - Natural lip balm for musicians
Chopsaver Original £5.00
Chopsaver Gold - with SPF £5.00
PROGUARD
PR20 LIN-EAR Linear Attenuation Ear-Plugs £14.00

MUSICIANS’ HEALTH

BIGIO (ROBERT)
Zirconium flute headjoint stopper with wood crown £80.00
Zirconium flute headjoint stopper and crown £150.00
LEFREQUE - Sound bridge
Brass £37.50
Silver £120.00
Gold-Plated Silver £180.00
SEIDMAN (MARK)
Flute stopper £25.00
SYMINGTON (DAVID)
Aluminium piccolo headjoint stopper and crown £180.00
“Flutemet” heavy flute stopper and crown £230.00

TONE ENHANCERS

AUNGLES
Performance Model - Integrated crown for security £130.00
SD SYSTEMS
FX-1 - Clips to flute, pre-amped with volume control £200.00
LCM-70 - Pro mic, exceptional response £500.00

FLUTE MICROPHONES

Rated 4½* by customers

£37.5
0fro

m

£3.50fro
m

Rated 5* by customers

Rated 5* by customers

BREATHING TRAINERS

Two useful items for increasing lung capacity and improving breath control.
The Breathing Bag is available in two capacities (5 or 6 litres, for children or adults respectively)
and can increase lung capacity and diaphragm strength, while the Breath Builder can help 
develop a stable and constant air column through better breath control.

£17.5
0

£17.5
0

Breath Build
er

Breathing 

Bag
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FLUTERSCOOTER DESIGNER FLUTE HANDBAG

For flute fashionistas! Fluterscooter flute handbags are stylish and practical.
Add some glam to your flute. To fit C or B foot flute, piccolo and lots of bits and bobs. Ten 
fashionable designs, all with plush lining and side pocket. 

• Unisex tan leather-effect, with shoulder 
• High gloss black leather with shoulder strap
• Turquoise or purple suede
• Patent red leather with shoulder strap

• Sakura Pink or Two-Tone Red vela
• Silver, with shoulder strap
• Canvas in sand or olive colour (no side 

pocket)

C A S E S ,  B A G S ,  S TA N D S
A N D  T H U M B  R E S T S

CASES
ALTUS
French-style case, C footjoint, faux leather £150.00
French-style case, B footjoint, faux leather £175.00
Individual B footjoint case £109.00
BAM
Flute (C or B), piccolo and music stand backpack £150.00
NEW BEAUMONT - Fashionable flute case with shoulder strap
C-foot flute £27.00
JUPITER
Resin flute case, as supplied with JFL-511ESSC £50.00
Resin case for flute with straight and curved heads £55.00
JUST FLUTES
Individual headjoint case £50.00
Individual B footjoint case £45.00
NORTHWIND - handmade wood cases with leather exterior
C or B foot flute £199.00
C or B foot flute with piccolo £250.00
C foot flute, plus extra B footjoint and headjoint £275.00
C foot flute with piccolo plus extra B footjoint £350.00
C foot flute, piccolo, B footjoint, headjoint £375.00
PRO TEC
‘Lux’, for flute, piccolo and music £125.00
WISEMAN
Flute and piccolo cylindrical case, lifetime warranty £275.00
YAMAHA
Resin flute case, as supplied with YFL-211 £48.00
Resin piccolo case, as supplied with YPC-32 £40.00

CASE COVERS AND BAGS
ALTIERI - High-quality bags handmade in the USA. Black nylon with 
quilted interior.
Piccolo £30.00
Flute (C or B foot) £35.00
Flute, piccolo, music shoulder bag/backpack £95.00
Alto, flute, piccolo, music shoulder bag/backpack £100.00
Gig bag for flute, piccolo, music and laptop £150.00
BEAUMONT - Fashionable flute bags in textured designs
C-foot flute £27.00
FLUTERSCOOTER - Designer flute handbags
Canvas flute handbag, sand or olive colour £70.00
Silver flute handbag £90.00
NEW Cedar-Wood - Tan leather effect £90.00
Two-Tone Red or Sakura Pink Vela £185.00
Purple or Turquoise suede £185.00
Black patent leather £185.00
Red patent leather £185.00
NEW Alto flute combi bag, Black leather patent £195.00
JUST FLUTES - Nylon, fleece-lined with side pocket and strap
C-foot flute - black, aqua blue, pink or purple £10.00
B-foot flute, black £12.00
NEW PRINCIPAL
Leather messenger bag with flute compartment, black or brown £150.00
NEW PRO TEC
A308 Case cover in black, pink or purple £30.00
TOM AND WILL - See colour range on our website
C-foot flute £15.00
C-foot flute with piccolo piggyback pocket £20.00

INSTRUMENT STANDS
ff - Ultra-compact £22.50
HERCULES - Strong and sturdy stands
DS640BB Flute stand £18.00
DS543BB Flute, piccolo and clarinet triple stand £22.00
DS460B Travlite Flute Stand - for C foot flute £16.00
DS461B Travlite Flute stand - for B foot flute £18.00
DS562BB Alto flute stand £20.00
DS602B Flute peg, can be used on alto flute stand £8.00
DS50B Piccolo peg, can be used on alto flute stand £8.00
KÖNIG & MEYER
152/3 Folding flute stand £10.50
152/6 Folding piccolo stand £10.50
15232 Compact flute stand £11.50
15262 Compact piccolo stand £11.50
15265 Piccolo stand, attaches to music stand £12.50
PEARL - Wooden stands for alto and bass flutes
Alto flute £20.00
Bass flute £20.00

THUMB AND FINGER RESTS
BG A15 Hand Positioners, 2-pack £3.50
BO-PEP
Thumb Guide £10.00
Finger Saddle (Left hand, for small hands) £10.00
Finger Rest (Left hand, for large hands) £10.00
NEW FLUTE GELS - Soft gels that provide finger support £10.00
NEW JUST FLUTES
Knee brace for bass flutes £45.00
THUMBPORT
Thumbport, in various colours (see website) £12.50
Thumbport II £12.50
Thumbport for alto flute £12.50
Thumbport for piccolo £12.50
Pinkieport for left hand £12.50
TON KOOIMAN
Prima - ergonomic thumb rest £25.00
YAMAHA
Non-slip lip-plate patches £11.00

Pack of two soft thumb/finger rest gels to 
help keep your hands in the correct position, 
providing greater comfort than plastic rests. 
Easy to install and long lasting.

FLUTE GELS HERCULES ALTO FLUTE STAND

A highly useful instrument stand for alto 
flute players. A wide base keeps the stand 
steady, and optional flute and piccolo pegs 
(available separately) so you can have all your 
instruments on one stand.

BEAUMONT C-FOOT FLUTE CASE COVER

Beautifully handmade flute bags in 
five stunning textured designs. Will 
transform any flute into a fashion 
accessory even your non-musical 
friends will want.

Suitable for most C-foot french 
style cases. Padded fleece lining 
and shoulder strap.

PRINCIPAL LEATHER MESSENGER BAG

Take your flute and the rest of your everyday life 
in this professional bag. A separate compartment 
keeps your flute accessible, and the main bag 
comfortably holds music, laptop, piccolo, stand 
and accessories. Black or brown leather.

WISEMAN FLUTE & PICCOLO CASE

Light yet strong case you can trust to keep 
your flute and piccolo safe. By holding your 
instruments suspended, instead of sitting on 
supports like in a traditional case, your pride and 
joy are safe from impacts, drops and knocks.

£20

£10

£26.99

£275

£150

Rated 5* by customers

£70fro
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MUSIC STANDS
HERCULES
BS118B ‘EZ Grip’ Music Stand £25.00
BS311B ‘EZ Clutch’ Orchestra Stand £60.00
KÖNIG & MEYER
124 Table-Top Stand £12.50
101 Nickel folding stand £16.50
100/1 Folding stand in black, purple, red, blue, green £19.00
NEW 10062 “Robby Plus” Extra-wide £40.00
NEW 10052 Extra-Tall £30.00
12120 - Unique folding solid desk £45.00
11940 Orchestral Stand £40.00
RAT
Scherzo - Lightweight music stand £33.00
NEW Alto - Unbreakable, excellent for schools or solo £55.00
Performer - Excellent for ensemble use £72.50
Jazz - Excellent for solo use £100.00
STENTOR
‘Baroque’ in oak, walnut, maple or mahogany £99.00
UBERLITE - Lightweight aluminium music stands
U-100 - Black, screw adjusters £19.00
NEW U-200U “Swift Ultra” - Clamp height adjusters £25.00
NEW U-200H “Uberheight” - Black, clamps, extra tall £22.00

MUSIC STAND BAGS
HERCULES
BSB001 Orchestral stand bag - fits BS311B £15.00
KÖNIG & MEYER
10111 - fits 101 and 102 £4.00
10012 - fits 100/1 £4.50
RAT
Jazz Gig Bag - for Jazz Stand £17.50

MUSIC STAND LIGHTS
KÖNIG & MEYER 
12286 Music stand light pack with AC Adaptor £40.00
NEW 12295 Wide light with dimmer, AC Adaptor £45.00
MIGHTY BRIGHT
Xtra-Flex Duet - Battery powered, twin head £16.00
Triple-LED -  Battery powered, telescopic £16.00
TGI
TGMSL1 - Battery & AC Adaptor, extra wide £30.00
NEW UBERLITE
U-MSL03 TouchLight - Battery & USB, Touch sensitive £17.00

MUSIC STAND ACCESSORIES
KÖNIG & MEYER
Pencil holder - attaches to music stand £1.00
11580 Power Magnets, 2-pack £4.00
11590 Music holder - cords to hold music to stand £6.00
160/2 Drink holder - attaches to music stand £8.50
131 Music holder - attaches to stand to store music £14.00
12212 Wood tray - attaches to stand £23.00
12218 Aluminium tray £25.00
NEW TGI
Tablet holder - attaches to stand to hold iPad, Surface etc £12.50
WITTNER
Music stand shelf extender in grey or black £5.50

MUSIC BAGS
GLENROYAL
Traditional leather music case - 5 colours £45.00
MAPAC
Duo - Choose from 8 colours £6.50
Primo - Choose from 8 colours £8.25
Teacher’s music bag - holds flute, laptop, music etc. £32.50

TGI TABLET HOLDER

Attach to a standard music stand or microphone 
stand to securely hold your iPad, Surface etc. Your 
tablet clips in and out of the holder easily, and tilts for 
portrait or landscape viewing. For home or stage use.

£12
.50

M U S I C  S TA N D S , 
A C C E S S O R I E S  A N D  B A G S

UBERLITE U-200U “SWIFT ULTRA” LIGHTWEIGHT MUSIC STAND

Exceptionally light weight aluminium music stand with easy-to-use clip 
height adjusters. Weighs little over 600g - about 40% lighter than 
traditional style music stands. Height adjustable between 63cm-128cm 
(floor to shelf), and includes carry bag. Available in five anodised 
colours: black, blue, purple, red, silver.

K&M 10052 EXTRA-TALL MUSIC STAND

Powder-coated music stand with an extra joint, 
well-suited for tall musicians. Robust, stable 
and sturdy.

UBERLITE U-MSL03 TOUCHLIGHT MUSIC STAND LIGHT

Touch response. This music stand 
light is bright and gives a wide 
coverage, thanks to six white LEDs 
with diffusers. Three brightness 
settings. Operates from 3 x AAA 
1.5V batteries or USB cable (both 
included, USB cable can be used 
with a USB mains charger plug)

RAT ALTO MUSIC STAND

The new Alto stand from RAT is virtually 
unbreakable, and tucks away neatly into a 
corner. Designed with school use in mind, but 
great in a music room too.

Stop your music flapping (or flying away!) 
when playing outdoors. A pair of ultra-strong 
magnets to hold the music to your music 
stand (NB, will not work on an alumninum 
lightweight stand)

K&M 11580 POWER MAGNETS GLENROYAL LEATHER MUSIC BAG

Traditional leather music case with carry 
handle. Handmade in Scotland and will last 
for years. Perfect for carrying your music and 
keeping it clean and crease free. Colours: 
black, claret, tan, royal blue or multi-coloured.
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MUSIC SHAPED PASTA

ARPEGGIO CHINA MUG

SUGAR-FREE MINTS

G I F T  I N S P I R AT I O N

QUAVER COOKIE CUTTER

TREBLE CLEF JUTE BAG

TIN WHISTLE TUTOR PACK

TREBLE CLEF PAPER CLIPS (6 PACK)

ZYDECO WASHBOARD TIE

46 South End • Croydon • CR0 1DP • UK

020 8662 8400 www.justflutes.com

£4

£25
£14

£4.50

£5

£3

£3.50
TREBLE CLEF STRAW

£2

MUSIC TOILET ROLL

NOSE FLUTE

£2

Keyboard or manuscript design

MINI MUSIC UMBRELLA

Black or white SILVER SEMI-QUAVER EAR-RINGS

FLUTE KEYRING

£5

£15

£8

£25

HANDBELL CHRISTMAS CRACKERS

£25

Choice of 3 colours

£6

All prices correct at time of printing and are subject to change without notice or obligation. Colours and 
designs may vary slightly from those shown. All items subject to availability. Prices include VAT at 20%.
Free UK mainland second class (or equivalent) delivery on orders of £20 or more. Bulky orders to the 
Highlands, Islands and Northern Ireland may be subject to a postage surcharge.

£7

ORIGINAL TIN KAZOO

GIFT VOUCHERS
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